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Advances in Quantitative Ethnography Jun 27 2019 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on
Quantitative Ethnography, ICQE 2019, held in Madison, Wisconsin, USA, in October 2019. It consists of 23 full and 9 short carefully reviewed papers
selected from 52 submissions. The contributions come from a diverse range of fields and perspectives, including learning analytics, history, and
systems engineering, all attempting to understand the breadth of human behavior using quantitative ethnographic approaches.
Will This Be on the Test? Mar 05 2020 The essential survival guide for college students Getting into college takes plenty of hard work, but knowing
what your professors expect of you once you get there can be even more challenging. Will This Be on the Test? is the essential survival guide for
high-school students making the transition to college academics. In this entertaining and informative book, Dana Johnson shares wisdom and wit
gleaned from her decades of experience as an award-winning teacher in the freshman classroom—lessons that will continue to serve you long after
college graduation. Johnson offers invaluable insights into how college academics differs from high school. She reveals how to maximize what you
learn and develop good relationships with your professors, while explaining how you fit into the learning environment of college. Answering the
questions that many new college students don’t think to ask, Johnson provides tactical tips on getting the most out of office hours, e-mailing your
professor appropriately, and optimizing your performance on assignments and exams. She gives practical advice on using the syllabus to your
advantage, knowing how to address your instructors, and making sure you’re not violating the academic ethics code. The book also offers invaluable
advice about online courses and guidance for parents who want to help their children succeed. Will This Be on the Test? shows you how to work with
your professors to get the education, grades, and recommendations you need to thrive in the classroom and beyond.
Generative Programming and Component Engineering Jan 27 2022 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International
Conference on Generative Programming and Component Engineering, GPCE 2005, held in Tallinn, Estonia, in September/October 2005. The 25
revised full papers presented together with 2 tool demonstration papers were carefully selected from 86 initial submissions following a round of
reviewing and improvement. The papers, which include three full invited papers, are organized in topical sections on aspect-oriented programming,
component engineering and templates, demonstrations, domain-specific languages, generative techniques, generic programming, meta-programming
and transformation, and multi-stage programming.
Treescape A Semester Course Book 2 Sem 2 Jul 29 2019 LAN004000 [BISAC]; LAN000000 [BISAC]; SOC000000 [BISAC]; SCI000000 [BISAC];
MAT000000 [BISAC]
See Me After Class Nov 05 2022 The Most Dog-Eared "Teacher's Edition" You'll Have in Your Classroom Teaching is tough. And teachers, like the
rest of the population, aren't perfect. Yet good teaching happens, and great teachers continue to inspire and educate generations of students. See Me
After Class helps those great teachers of the future to survive the classroom long enough to become great. Fueled by hundreds of hilarious—and
sometimes shocking—tales from the teachers who lived them, Elden provides tips and strategies that deal head-on with the challenges that aren't
covered in new-teacher training. Lessons can go wrong. Parents may yell at you. Sunday evenings will sometimes be accompanied by the dreaded
countdown to Monday morning. As a veteran teacher, Elden offers funny, practical, and honest advice, to help teachers walk through the doors of
their classrooms day after day with clarity, confidence...and sanity! "A useful, empathetic guide to weathering the first-year lumps...a frothy,
satisfying Guinness for the teacher's soul."—Dan Brown, NBCT, Director of the Future Educators Association, and author of The Great Expectations
School "See Me After Class is a must-have book for any teacher's bookshelf. On second thought, you'll probably want to keep it on your classroom
desk since you'll use it so much!"—Larry Ferlazzo, teacher and author of Helping Students Motivate Themselves "This is the kind of no-nonsense
straight talk that teachers are starved for, but too rarely get...Roxanna Elden tells it like it is, with a heavy dose of practicality, a dash of cynicism, a
raft of constructive suggestions, and plenty of wry humor."—Rick Hess, Director of Education Policy Studies at AEI, author of Education Week blog,
"Rich Hess Straight Up"
The Encyclopedia of Middle Grades Education Jan 03 2020 The Encyclopedia of Middle Grades Education provides a comprehensive overview of
the field. This publication includes seven anchor essays (5000 words) that cover the following topics: the history of the middle school movement;
academically excellent curriculum, instruction, and assessment; developmental responsiveness in relation to young adolescents; social equity in
middle grades schools; leadership in middle level schools; teacher and administrator preparation and professional development; and future directions
in relation to the movement, practices, and policy. Leading scholars in the field of middle grades education were invited to author these essays. In
addition to the seven anchor essays, the encyclopedia contains alphabetically organized entries (short entries approximately 500 words; long entries
approximately 2000 words) that address important concepts, ideas, terms, people, organizations, and seminal publications related to middle grades
education. Contributors to the encyclopedia have provided sufficient information so that the reader can place the idea, concept, person, etc. into its
proper context in the history of the middle school movement. Entries are meant to be introductory; after an overview of the essentials of the topic the
reader is guided to more extensive sources for further investigation. Where appropriate, the reader is also directed to electronic sources such as
websites where additional information can be retrieved.
Plain Advice for all classes of Deaf Persons, the Deaf and Dumb, and those having diseases of the ears Sep 03 2022
The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science and Art Aug 22 2021
Next Generation Level 2 Teacher's Resource Book with Class Audio CDs (3) Aug 02 2022 Next Generation is a two-level course for Bachillerato,
combining complete preparation for the Pruebas de Accesso a la Universidad (PAU) exams with material that helps learners improve their English
language skills for life. Teacher's Resource Book 2 combines comprehensive teaching notes for the six units of the Student's Book with photocopiable
worksheets providing extra practice of vocabulary, grammar, writing and phrasal verbs, as well as tests, mock PAU exams and answer keys to the
Workbook and all photocopiable activities. It also comes with the Class Audio CDs.
Making Your First Year a Success Feb 13 2021 You’ve completed the course work, student teaching, and interviewing. The job is yours. Now what?
The first weeks and months of a new teaching position can be the most demanding of your entire career. In this new edition of their bestseller,
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veteran educators Robert L. Wyatt III and J. Elaine White share a combined 50 years of teaching experience as well as insight and advice from
hundreds of teachers in the field they have personally trained. Comprehensive yet concise, Making Your First Year a Success is expressly tailored to
assist secondary teachers. Updated topics in this thoroughly revised second edition include:? Integrating technology into classroom activities?
Connecting lesson planning and standards? Incorporating differentiation into the secondary classroom? Dealing with stress and nurturing yourself
emotionally and physicallyWhether starting fresh with your first group of students or revitalizing your commitment to the profession you entered
many years ago, this handbook will easily become the well-worn reference you turn to again and again for quick tips, practical applications, and
words of encouragement.
Theory and Practice of Model Transformations Sep 10 2020 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on
Theory and Practice of Model Transformations, ICMT 2008, held in Zurich, Switzerland, in July 2008. The 17 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 54 submissions. The scope of the contributions ranges from theoretical and methodological topics to
implementation issues and applications. The papers include different issues related with: process and engineering of model transformations; model
transformations supporting concurrency and time; matching and mapping within model transformation rules; language support for model
transformation reuse and modularity; and correctness and analysis of model transformations.
The English Teacher's Survival Guide Dec 02 2019 Problem-solving techniques for all aspects of the English teacher's job This unique time-saving
book is packed with tested techniques and materials to assist new and experienced English teachers with virtually every phase of their job from
lesson planning to effective discipline techniques. The book includes 175 easy-to-understand strategies, lessons, checklists, and forms for effective
classroom management and over 50 reproducible samples teachers can adopt immediately for planning, evaluation, or assignments. It is filled with
creative and functional ideas for reading response activities, writing assignments, group and individual projects, and speeches. Offers instructions for
creating and implementing an effective classroom-wide behavior management program Shows how to practice the art of teaching English effectively
and reduce time on labor intensive tasks Reveals how to work effectively with parents, colleagues, substitute teachers, administrators, and
community resources The second edition includes coverage of technology in the classroom, advice for working with reluctant readers, a wealth of
sample teaching units and more.
A History of Naval Architecture Feb 02 2020
British Warships in the Age of Sail 1714-1792 Dec 14 2020 The new Hanoverian dynasty that came to power with the accession of George I in 1714
inherited the largest navy in the world. In the course of the century, this force would see a vast amount of action against nearly every major navy,
reaching a pinnacle of success in the Seven Years War only to taste defeat in the American Revolutionary struggle, when it faced the combined navies
of France, Spain, the Netherlands, and the rebellious colonies themselves. Considering the contribution to history of these ships, there is surprisingly
little readily available on their careers. Now this gap is comprehensively filled by this superb reference book, outlining the service history of every
ship, built, purchased or captured, that fought for the Royal Navy in the great wars of the eighteenth century - well over 2000 vessels. The book is
organized by Rate, classification and class, with outline technical and building data, but followed by a concise summary of the careers of each ship in
every class. This includes commissioning dates, refit periods, changes of captain, the stations where they served (and when), as well as details of any
noteworthy actions in which they took part. It will enable anyone to follow up a casual reference to any warship, and will provide the researcher with
a solid core of information on which to base further study. With nothing remotely like it in print, this is a work of the utmost importance to every
naval historian and general reader interested in the navy of the sailing era.
Flatfishes Aug 10 2020 Fascinating and instantly recognisable, flatfishes are unique in their asymmetric postlarval body form. With over 700 extant
species recognised and a distribution stretching across the globe this group of fishes are of considerable research interest and provide a major
contribution to recreational and commercial fisheries, and to aquaculture, worldwide. Flatfishes: Biology and exploitation is the only comprehensive
and current book in the field and responds to the economic importance and growing body of research to produce an invaluable addition to the Fish
and Aquatic Resources Series providing: Outlines of systematics, distribution, reproduction, recruitment, ecology and behaviour Descriptions of the
major fisheries and their management Full coverage of recent advances in aquaculture and stock enhancement This book is essential reading for fish
biologists; fisheries scientists; marine biologists; ecologists and environmental scientists; aquaculture personnel and government workers in fisheries
and fish and wildlife departments. It should be found in all libraries of research establishments and universities where biology, fish biology, fisheries,
aquaculture, marine sciences, oceanography, ecology and environmental sciences are studied or taught.
Martin Hawes' Investment Guide: 7 Timeless Rules for Jun 19 2021 This book will spell out the main principles of investment which are for all
time and all times. It doesn't matter what country you live in, or what tax rules you follow, the fundamental principles of investment remain the same.
People who are investing (nearly everyone, whether they realise it or not) ignore any of these principles at their peril. Yet, depending on economic
times and individual circumstances, they are frequently ignored.
Newspaper Confessions Nov 12 2020 "Newspaper Confessions chronicles the history of the newspaper advice column, a genre that has shaped
Americans' relationships with media, their experiences with popular therapy, and their virtual interactions across generations. Emerging in the
1890s, advice columns became unprecedented virtual forums where readers could debate the most resonant cultural crises of the day with strangers
in an anonymous yet public forum. The columns are important - and overlooked - precursors to today's digital culture: forums, social media groups,
chat rooms, and other online communities that define how present-day American communicate with each other. This book charts the rise of the
advice column and its impact on the newspaper industry. It analyzes the advice given by a diverse sample of columns across several decades,
emphasizing the ways that advice columnists framed their counsel as modern, yet upheld the racial and gendered status quo of the day. It shows how
advice columnists were forerunners to the modern celebrity journalist, while also serving as educators to audience of millions. This book includes indepth case studies of specific columns, demonstrating how these forums transformed into active and participatory virtual communities of confession,
advice, debate, and empathy"-Class Guide for Physical Education Jul 01 2022
The Cage-Busting Teacher Aug 29 2019 The Cage-Busting Teacher adopts the logic of Cage-Busting Leadership and applies it to the unique
challenges and opportunities of classroom teachers. Detailed, accessible, and thoroughly engaging, it uncovers the many ways in which teachers can
break out of familiar constraints in order to influence school and classroom practice, education policy, and school reform. “Cage-busting is concrete,
precise, andpractical,” writes Frederick M. Hess. This invaluable book helps teachers understand why and how to revisit their assumptions and
enables them to have greater impacts upon their schools and beyond. Based on interviews with hundreds of teachers, teacher advocates, union
leaders, and others, Hess identifies the challenges teachers face, seeks concrete and workable solutions, and offers recommendations to put those
solutions in place. A uniquely practical and inspiring book, The Cage-Busting Teacher is for educators who want to shape the schools and systems in
which they work.
The Battle for Britain Oct 31 2019 It is generally accepted that Britain was held together during the second world war by a spirit of national
democratic `consensus'. But whose interests did the consensus serve? And how did it unravel in the years immediately after victory? This well
observed and powerfully argued book overturns many of our assumptions about the national spirit of 1939-45. It shows that the current return to
right-wing politics in Britain was prefigured by ideologies of change during and immediately after the war.
User Modeling 2005 Jul 09 2020 The 33 revised full papers and 30 poster summaries presented together with papers of 12 selected doctoral
consortium articles and the abstracts of 3 invited lectures were carefully reviewed and selected from 160 submissions. The book offers topical
sections on adaptive hypermedia, affective computing, data mining for personalization and cross-recommendation, ITS and adaptive advice, modeling
and recognizing human activity, multimodality and ubiquitous computing, recommender systems, student modeling, user modeling and interactive
systems, and Web site navigation support.
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Technical Communication Jun 07 2020 Thousands of students have successfully improved their writing and design skills using Anderson's
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION: A READER-CENTERED APPROACH. Known for its treatment of the rhetorical situation and coverage of usefulness
and persuasion, this edition renews the focus on the reader-centered approach and includes new learning outcomes at the start of each chapter to
help students gain more from their reading. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems May 31 2022 This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International
Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems (formerly the UML series of conferences), MoDELS 2005, held in Montego Bay,
Jamaica, in October 2005. The 52 revised full papers and 2 keynote abstracts presented were carefully reviewed and selected from an initial
submission of 215 abstracts and 166 papers. The papers are organized in topical sections on process modelling, product families and reuse,
state/behavioral modeling, aspects, design strategies, model transformations, model refactoring, quality control, MDA automation, UML 2.0,
industrial experience, crosscutting concerns, modeling strategies, as well as a recapitulatory section on workshops, tutorials and panels.
Classroom Discussions in Math Oct 24 2021 Classroom Discussions in Math: A Teacher's Guide for Using Talk Moves to Support the Common
Core and Moreoffers an award-winning, unparalleled look at the significant role that classroom discussions can play in teaching mathematics and
deepening students' mathematical understanding and learning. Based on a four-year research project funded by the U.S. Department of Education,
this resource is divided into three sections: Section I: Getting Started: Mathematics Learning with Classroom Discussions Section II: The
Mathematics: What Do We Talk About? Section III: Implementing Classroom Discussions This multimedia third edition continues to emphasize the
talk moves and tools that teachers can use to facilitate whole-class discussions that deepen students' mathematical understanding. New to This
Edition 46 video clips from every grade, kindergarten through sixth, show students and teachers engaged in successful classroom discussions. Some
video clips are new to Classroom Discussions in Math; others are all-time favorites selected from Classroom Discussions in Math: A Facilitator's
Guide to Support Professional Learning of Discourse and the Common Core support for teaching with the Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics Try This Lesson sections offer specific mathematics problems, questions, and more than twenty lesson plans ready for immediate use in
the classroom (downloads provided upon purchasing this resource) Math Talk Tips highlight strategies for using specific talk moves, tools, and
formats to develop students' mathematical learning The DVD The accompanying DVD organizes forty-six video clips by chapter and by grade level for
viewing convenience. The clips range from one to nine minutes in length with a total viewing time of approximately two hours and twenty-six
minutes.
The Chicago Handbook for Teachers, Second Edition Oct 12 2020 Representing teachers at all stages of their careers, authors offer practical advice
for almost any situation a new teacher might face, from preparing a syllabus to managing classroom dynamics. From publisher description.
Using Music to Enhance Student Learning May 19 2021 Integrating musical activities in the elementary school classroom can assist in effectively
teaching and engaging students in Language Arts, Science, Math, and Social Studies, while also boosting mental, emotional and social development.
However, many elementary education majors fear they lack the needed musical skills to use music successfully. Future elementary school teachers
need usable, practical musical strategies to easily infuse into their curriculum. Written for both current and future teachers with little or no previous
experience in music, Using Music to Enhance Student Learning, Second Edition offers strategies that are not heavily dependent on musical skills.
While many textbooks are devoted to teaching music theory skills, this textbook is dedicated to pedagogy – the actual teaching of music – particularly
in those schools without a separate music class in their curriculum. The ultimate goal is for future teachers to provide their elementary school classes
with engaging learning experiences. These learning experiences are clearly presented to enable children to acquire knowledge in all subject areas
within a joyful, creative environment rich with music activities. New to the second edition are the animated listening maps, more audio tracks, a new
guitar unit, expanded coverage in the recorder unit, a connection with visual art and music, expanded activities in American history and math, and
updated research and statistics. SPECIAL FEATURES Animated "Listening Maps" help listeners focus on music selections through clear visual
representations of sound. Group Activities reinforce the social aspects of music-making, as well as the benefits of collaborative teaching and learning.
A thorough integration of music in the curriculum establishes that music is essential in a child’s development, and that the incorporation of music will
enhance all other subjects/activities in the classroom. Learning Aids include "Tantalizing Tidbits of Research," which provide the justifications for
why these activities are important, as well as "Teaching Tips," and "Thinking It Through" activities. The Using Music Package Streamed listening
selections from the Baroque, Classical, Romantic, and Contemporary Periods Get America Singing... Again! Volume 1 (developed in association with
the Music Educators National Conference, now NAFME, and other music organizations) with 43 songs that represent America’s varied music
heritage of folk, traditional, and patriotic themes Appendices include a songbook with Hispanic folksongs, a recorder music songbook and a guitar
unit Companion website hosts various teaching and learning resources ISBN 978-0-367-11067-3 Using Music, Second Edition set includes: ISBN
978-0-415-70936-1 Using Music, Second Edition textbook Get America Singing... Again! Volume 1 songbook ISBN 978-0-429-02487-0 Using Music,
Second Edition eBook is the textbok only. The songbook is only available with the print textbook and is not sold separately.
The Saturday Review of Politics, Literature, Science, Art, and Finance Jul 21 2021
Drugs, Driving and Traffic Safety Sep 30 2019 Drugs, Driving and Traffic Safety gives a comprehensive overview of the effects of different medical
conditions like neurological disorders, anxiety and depression and their pharmaceutical treatment on driving ability. In addition, the effects of alcohol
and drugs of abuse are discussed. Leading experts present the different methodologies to examine effects of drugs on driving, and summarize the
recent scientific evidence including epidemiological studies, roadside surveys, laboratory tests, driving simulators, and the standardized driving test.
The volume includes guidelines of the International Council on Alcohol, Drugs and Traffic Safety (ICADTS) and the ICADTS Drugs List 2007. Drugs,
Driving and Traffic Safety is written for physicians, psychiatrists and pharmacists who want to inform their patients who use psychoactive drugs.
Transcribing Class and Gender May 07 2020 Examines the historical roots of clerical work and the role that class and gender played in
determining professional status
A Parents' Guide to High School Feb 25 2022
A Guide for Using The Outsiders in the Classroom Oct 04 2022 Teaching literature unit based on the popular children's story, The outsiders.
Class Apr 29 2022 This book describes the living-room artifacts, clothing styles, and intellectual proclivities of American classes from top to bottom
Saturday Review Sep 22 2021
A Resource Guide for Secondary School Teaching Jan 15 2021
Social Insurance and Social Justice Apr 17 2021 "[W]e must tell the story of how social insurance programs have assured basic economic and
health security for millions of AmericansÖ.This book is a must-read for anyone who cares about these goals." -From the Foreword by Barbara
Kennelly President and CEO, National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare This politically charged, provocative text serves as an
introduction to social insurance programs, examining all aspects of these hotly debated policies. The editors cover cutting-edge topics, including
Social Security and privatization, universal health insurance, and how America's changing demographics will impact social security in the years to
come. Five key sections cover the critical topics: Social Insurance: History, Politics, and Prospects examines the foundational social insurance
principles upon which Social Security, Medicare, and other programs are based What's at Stake identifies the risks posed to women, minorities, and
the elderly if they could no longer depend on social insurance programs The Ongoing Debates on Social Insurance discusses public opinions of social
insurance programs, and responds to arguments supporting privatization Critical Perspectives on Social Insurance Reform presents international
experiences and policy trends, and analyzes reform movements from a social justice perspective Teaching Social Insurance: Critical Pedagogy and
Social Justice presents pedagogical strategies to help students understand, influence, and engage in an informed debate about social policy
The Classes They Remember Mar 17 2021 Learn how to use role-plays to bring history and literature to life! When students take on the roles of
historical or literary figures, they develop a greater understanding of characters’ identities and motivations, and are able to more deeply explore and
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reflect upon key issues and themes. In this new book from award-winning teacher David Sherrin, you’ll find out how this lively instructional format
will make teaching a more immersive, interactive, and memorable experience for your middle school and high school students. The book includes: A
clear how-to guide to get the most out of role-playing in your class; Ready-made units and lessons to get you started right away, complete with
sample scripts, scaffolding worksheets, and assessment rubrics; Templates and step-by-step instructions to help you design your own role-plays. The
pre-made units, which Sherrin spent years refining in his classroom, cover historical topics such as the rise of Nazi Germany and the Spanish
conquest of the Aztecs. You’ll also find fun and interactive role-plays based on literary works like The Pearl and Fences. These lessons will help
students at all ability levels to become better communicators, problem-solvers, and creative thinkers.
How to Get a First Class Degree Mar 29 2022
Personal Finance Nov 24 2021 PERSONAL FINANCE 13E offers a practical, student-friendly introduction to personal financial management. Using a
structured, step-by-step approach, this market-leading text helps students learn how to save and invest, manage student loans, file taxes, decrease
credit card debt, and plan for the future. Real-life scenarios, covering a wide range of financial challenges, enable students to appreciate the
relevance of key concepts, and useful advice from personal finance experts helps them apply those concepts in their own lives. Many math-based
examples clearly illustrate the critical importance of achieving long-term financial goals through investing. Building on the success of previous
editions, the new Thirteenth Edition continues to engage students and focus their attention on critical concepts they need to succeed in class and to
manage their finances wisely for a lifetime. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
All-American Girl Apr 05 2020 Our image of nineteenth-century American women is generally divided into two broad classifications: victims and
revolutionaries. This divide has served the purposes of modern feminists well, allowing them to claim feminism as the only viable role model for
women of the nineteenth century. In All-American Girl, however, Frances B. Cogan identifies amid these extremes a third ideal of femininity: the
“Real Woman.” Cogan's Real Woman exists in advice books and manuals, as well as in magazine short stories whose characters did not dedicate their
lives to passivity or demand the vote. Appearing in the popular reading of middle-class America from 1842 to 1880, these women embodied qualities
that neither the “True Women”—conventional ladies of leisure—nor the early feminists fully advocated, such as intelligence, physical fitness, self
sufficiency, economic self-reliance, judicious marriage, and a balance between self and family. Cogan's All-American Girl reveals a system of feminine
values that demanded women be neither idle nor militant.
Teaching Naked Techniques Dec 26 2021 Put Teaching Naked to work in your classroom with clear examples and step-by-step guidance Teaching
Naked Techniques (TNT) is a practical guide of proven quick ideas for improving classes and essential information for designing anything from one
lesson or a group of lessons to an entire course. TNT is both a design guide and a 'sourcebook' of ideas: a great companion to the award-winning
Teaching Naked book. Teaching Naked Techniques helps higher education faculty design more effective and engaging classrooms. The book focuses
on each step of class preparation from the entry point and first encounter with content to the classroom 'surprise.' There is a chapter on each step in
the cycle with an abundance of discipline-specific examples, plus the latest research on cognition and technology, quick lists of ideas, and additional
resources. By rethinking the how, when, and why of technology, faculty are able to create exponentially more opportunities for practical student
engagement. Student-centered, activity-driven, and proven again and again, these techniques can revolutionize your classroom. Create more
effective, engaging lessons for higher education Utilize technology outside of the classroom to better engage during class time Examine disciplinespecific examples of Teaching Naked Techniques Prepare for each class step by step from the student's perspective Teaching Naked flips the
classroom by placing the student's first contact with the material outside of class. This places the burden of learning on the learner, ensures student
preparation, and frees up class time for active engagement with the material for more effective learning and retention. Teaching Naked Techniques
is the practical guide for bringing better learning to your classroom.
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